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BIOGRAPHY

Hailing from Jamaica, Chase Gentles, better known as Chase Soundz, is an up and coming 

independent recording artist and songwriter with a penchant for writing infectious music and 

relatable narratives. Inspired greatly by internationally acclaimed artists such as Mick Jenkins, 

Vybz Kartel, 50 Cent, Smino, and JID, Chase Soundz’s music journey began at the tender age of 

15 where he already started writing music and poetry. When he discovered the magic of music 

and how it can influence people, everything changed as it sparked a burning passion for him 

pursue a career as a performer. Being an avid storyteller, Chase Soundz is greatly influenced by 

real life, drawing inspiration for his music from personal experiences and hardships, allowing him 

to invoke strong emotions in people. Apart from invoking emotions, Chase Soundz also seems to 

have a unique innate competency to ingeniously present music in multiple styles, all while 

maintaining a consistent brand, one of the factors that make this artist one to keep an eye out for.

Currently based in the United States, Chase Soundz is working his way up in the Jamacan Hip-

hop scene with his immediately recognizable word-play within his songs. Over the years, the 

multi-talented individual has managed to slowly amass a sizable and loyal following. The artist has 

also performed at various notable events and venues including Jamboree (Maxwell, TX) on 

December 31st, 2020 2. Concert Crave (Austin, TX) on February 7th, 2021 3, Concert Crave 

(Austin, TX) on June 16th, 2021 and others. Apart from being an artist, Chase Soundz is also a 

part of the Heights to Greatness (HTG) collective which represents the simple message of “in any 

and everything you do, do it to the best of your ability.” Current working on his debut album and 

having plans to release even more original material in the near future, Chase Soundz hopes to 

engage current audiences and reach out to new ones with his exciting yet profound creations.

Armed with big dreams and plenty of energy to spare, Chase Soundz seeks to positively influence 

the world and connect with like-minded individuals through his music. Chase Soundz is no doubt, 

well on his way to becoming one of the most phenomenal Artists in this generation. 
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